
SCP-AC Meeting

2023-07-17, Monday

2-3PM

Join Zoom Meeting

https://uci.zoom.us/j/98362834394?from=addon

Meeting ID: 983 6283 4394

One tap mobile

+16694449171,,98362834394# US

+16699006833,,98362834394# US (San Jose)

[ ] (UCB), TJ Kao (UCD), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA), Sarah Sheets (UCM), Shi

Deng (UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Cat Lu (UCSF), Marcia

Barrett (UCSC), Catherine Busselen (UCSB), Yoko Kudo (UCR), Liz Miraglia (UCSD)

Absent: TJ, Yoko

Recorder: Liz

Meeting recording: Question: do we want to record these meetings?

● For now, no need. If anything changes or a need comes up we can revisit

Announcements (All)

None

Updates from SILS Operations Groups

Resource Management

● Will need a new rep from RM for this group

● CJK reindexing is underway

○ UCSB went over the weekend, several errors but no indication of what they are

from ExL

○ Other indexes were impacted (POLs, users), it seems like the “second job” may

have addressed these, hopefully

○ It’s possible some searches may be better after all 10 campuses and the NZ are

done

https://uci.zoom.us/j/98362834394?from=addon


○ Timeline is under revision at Ops team

Acquisitions/E-Resources

ERES is on a break right now during the transition

SCP Operations Updates (Shi and Becky)
● GOBI gap analysis (reconciliations) for 2021 has completed, identified missing titles are

loaded into NZ
● New workflow for cataloging e-collection level bibliographic record: with many POLs

attached to the collection bib records, SCP would need to keep MMSID of the
e-collection level bib record when replacing with OCLC record, if the OCLC record is
already in NZ with different MMSID, it will be merged into CDL bib and have the
inventory combined under CDL MMSID

○ Still being fine tuned
○ If there are concerns around campus POLs that get moved during the

merge/combine process, should probably bring them to the ERES group
● PID server update: D2D does not plan to make any substantial user visible

changes to the PID Service. Still trying to figure out the best way to make some
changes on the backend to keep it compatible with future versions of AWS. Gem
will send notice to stakeholders

●

Follow up on:
● SCP reports: new columns have been added to two reports, suggested by one campus

and consulted by SCP-AC (if any updates)
○ UCLA: available for looks good, not 100% how useful the CDI column is but no

objections
○ Davis, Santa Barbara, San Francisco, Irvine, San Diego, Santa Cruz, Merced

approves
● Cataloging request for CZ activation only: (if any updates)

○ No objections to staying quarterly

Another topic: Online Cal Docu campus cataloging: Will we add to NZ, using local field to
identify

● Except UCSD, other campuses have not cataloged
● May bring to RM to see if enough interests to pilot. If works, this could be a model for

other OA resources to be add to NZ



Other
● Kevin: Possible CONSER discount for ISSN Portal email from Regina Reynolds. Should

UC consider investigating a consortial subscription with possible CONSER discount?
○ Shi will reach out to Lisa and Laura Fouladi and copy Liz to see if we can re-start

the consortial conversation
○ Kevin will forward Regina’s email
○ Maybe this is our year?
○ Need to confirm whether campuses have renewed


